Talishis and the Ka3ovinoi
The search for real or mythical ancestors is a characteristic feature of any ethnic formation in modern times, especially in case of peoples deprived of written tradition, historiography, and other attributes of a nation state. Despite the fact that the Talishis, both in Iran and in the north, have explicit Iranian identity, the situation with the Talishis in Azerbaijan Republic, living as an enclave within the predominantly Turkic environment, has inspired the southern intellectual milieu as well. Having always been faced with the non-loyal treatment on behalf of the titular nation, the northern Talishis have acquired a keen sense of self-identity. The need for their own ancestral background among the Talishis is aggravated by the fact that South Caspian Iranian ethnic groups-the Gilakis and Mazandaranis already have their established ancestors among the ancient population of the region; moreover, the ethno-toponymy of the Caspian area is also transparent to certain extent.
The local Talishi pundits unanimously point at the Ka6olatot (Cadusii) (see Schmitt) , one of the ancient autochthonous tribes of the region, as the supposed ancestors of the Talishi people, in so far as the Kadusians are already becoming an element of the Talishi identity. Many items in Gilan in the Talishi-inhabited regions bear the name Kadus (e.g. a luxurious hotel in Rasht's downtown); it has even become a popular proper name for boys.
Strange as it may seem, this is one of the rare cases when a folk selfidentification with an ancient people can be, at least tentatively, substantiated with historical and linguistic backgrounds. Generally speaking, as the late Professor Igor D'yakonov (1981: 90) says, the identification of an ethnic name in the historical annals is not yet a sufficient ground for further ethnographical associations. However, with the lack of appropriate evidence on the early periods of the history of a given people or ethnic group, the identification of its name with an ancient ethnicon must be regarded as the first step in reconstructing its genetic continuity, at least nominally. Along with linguistically proven coincidence of the names, in other words the etymological aspect of the identification, for the validity of the analysis, the historico-geographical adequacy and the transparency of the ancient ethnic environment regarding its respective imprint in the modern ethnic landscape must be considered as well. In the case of the Talishis the authenticity of the identification is substantiated first of all by the relevant geographical factors, as well as by the reliability of historical derivations of the living Caspian peoples from the indigenous tribes inhabiting the region in ancient times. The Gilakis, the nearest neighbours of the Talishis, are unambiguously identified with the TilXot (Arm. Gelk'), who lived in the vicinity of the alleged ancestors of the Talishis, the Ka8oualol; cf. " [ The structures of both ethnonyms, Kax8oo-(Cadus-) and Talis, are similar: they are suffixal formations with the bases kad-and tal-. In *Kadus-the suffix must probably be read as -us, or -is, considering also the later Armenian version of the name, Kadis-, in Kadsk' (Schmidt 1999: 92) ; because of the lack of -s-in Greek alphabet, all Iranian forms with -s-are rendered with -s-. The intervocalic -d-in *Kadd-us (or equally in its later form, *Kadd-is) must have been developed either directly to -1-(as in case of many New Iranian forms, not necessarily from East Iranian), or through a fricative stage: *-8-(> *-r-) > -1-. The change of the initial k-to t-may be explained by the palatalisation of -k-to -c-, under the influence of the following front vowel -i-, i. e. *kal-is' > *cal-is, and then, with dissimilation (-/-s > t-/-s), talis.3
Despite the obvious speculative character of the above etymology, still the Ka6ooa-/Talis identification must not be discarded from the agenda of the ethnic history of the region, at least as a working hypothesis. Written Sources. As mentioned above, the corpus of "Azari" materials extant from former centuries can hardly be labelled as distinctly Talishi; they should rather be regarded as a common ancestor of the Tati Studies on the Talishi of Iran. It was only after the completion of studies on the Talishi of the northern territories that scholarly publications on the Persian side began a process that is still underway. We may recall that, compared with the north, in which a standard form of the language was established in the 1930s, in Iran the dialectal variation is much more pronounced, with the presence of all the three groups of dialects, i. e. southern, central, and northern. Nevertheless, no serious study aiming at an identification of the subdialects is conducted, save for brief isoglottic surveys of Bazin (1979 Bazin ( , 1980 Bazin ( , 1981 
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